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SOMMAIRE

Le présent exposé passe en revue les effets réels qu'ont les
centrales nucléaires sur leur voisinage. Ces effets sont les seuls
effets observables qui représentent un danger public. Les effets
que l'on ne peut observer sont ceux des accidents hypothétiques.
En dépit de leur improbabilité, ces derniers reçoivent beaucoup
d'attention de la part des journaux techniques et populaires, tant
au Canada qu'à l'étrange1" et forment, en fait, la partie la plus
visible de l'étude Rasmussen. Il est évidemment impossible de
connaître les conséquences d'un accident réel à partir de rapports
étant donné qu'un tel accident n'a jamais eu lieu. Cependant, cet
exposé tentera de décrire les principes qui ont servi de base à la
conception des différents systèmes de sécurité, tout en donnant un
aperçu de leur capacité.

Les environs d'une centrale nucléaire ne sont affectés que par
les effluents liquides et gazeux radioactifs, ainsi que par la
chaleur rejetée. Il n'y a aucun effet chimique ou visuel nuisible
important. En ce qui concerne les rayonnements, les rejets "chroniques"
sont enregistrés et ne seront mentionnés que très brièvement. Les
rejets gazeux dégagent, en moyenne, une dose de 5 millirem par
année au niveau de la clôture. Cela équivaut à ]% de la dose fixée
par la Commission de contrôle de l'énergie atomique. Cette dose
est obtenue par déduction parce qu'elle est trop faible pour être
mesurée directement. Les mesures d'exposition au rayonnement
prises dans le sud de l'Ontario confirment les doses d'exposition
prévues pour les centrales nucléaires et indiquent qu'elles sont
très faibles par rapport à l'exposition au rayonnement naturel.
Les rejets liquides sont également bien au-dessous des limites
fixées par la CCEA.

Les effluents thermiques des centrales nucléaires sont environ
le double de ceux des meilleures centrales fossiles, par MWe. Le
débit d'eau de refroidissement requis pour la même augmentation de
température est également le double. A part cela, leurs effets sur
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les cours d'eau sont les mêmes pour ces deux types de centrales.
Les effets de température se font sentir près de la rive et sont
faibles en comparaison aux fluctuations de température naturelles.

Les usines d'eau lourde, qui sont une partie indispensable du
cycle de combustible à l'uranium naturel, dégagent des odeurs de
"raffinerie" mais aucun rejet radioactif. Les systèmes de reconcen-
tration, qui traitent les fuites d'eau lourde récupérées, dégagent
une certaine quantité de tritium contenu dans cette eau. Ces
effluents sont, toutefois, compris dans les rapports de rejets de
la centrale. En général, 20% du tritium libéré par la centrale
proviennent du procédé de reconcentration.

Les systèmes de sécurité sont conçus soit pour prévenir les
accidents, soit pour confiner leur conséquences. Il faut remarquer
que les systèmes de sécurité ne jouent pas le seul, ni le principal
rôle dans la prévention des accidents. Le choix des matériaux du
système de caloportage et le programme d'inspection en service
donnent la plus grande assurance que les accidents hypothétiques ne
se produiront jamais.

Comme il n'y a jamais eu d'accidents, le concepteur ne peut
baser la conception des systèmes de sécurité sur aucun précédent,
dans le sens technique habituel. Les systèmes de sécurité sont
donc conçus pour compenser, surmonter, refroidir ou confiner les
accidents hypothétiques pertinents, même si ces derniers ne se
produisent pas tous ensemble dans des circonstances données.

La capacité des systèmes d'arrêt est déterminée principalement
par le transitoire de réactivité le plus grave. Dans un réacteur â
eau lourde sous pression, il s'agit du transitoire induit par les
vides. Ce transitoire a 1iej lorsqu'il y a une rupture importante
dans la partie froide du circuit et est, en général, inférieur à
8 mk/s, avec un effet total de 15 mk. C'est le seul transitoire dû
à la pression primaire ou au caloporteur dans un réacteur à eau
lourde sous pression. Aucun transitoire de réactivîté important ne
peut être provoqué par l'éjection des barres d'arrêt, l'injection
d'eau froide ou la fermeture des robinets d'arrêt des turbines.
Les systèmes d'arrêt ont un délai typique de 1 seconde ou moins, un
taux de réactivité de 50 mk/s et une amplitude de réactivité de
50 mk.

Le système d'injection d'urgence est conçu pour inonder le
coeur dans le cas d'une rupture maximale, quel que soit son endroit.
La durée de la décharge et le transitoire du débit du caloporteur
sont en fonction de l'importance de la rupture et de son endroit.
La puissance résiduelle est éliminée par le système de refroidissement
d'urgence du coeur dans les cas non couverts par le système de
caloportage primaire. Les dégâts causés au combustible sont faibles
dans le cas de petites ou de grandes ruptures et plus graves dans
le cas de ruptures moyennes.



L'enceinte de confinement est conçue pour résister aux pressions
maximales provenant d'une grande rupture dans la partie froide. Le
taux des fuites de l'enceinte de confinement est déterminé par la
suppression intégrée et la quantité des produits de f ission gazeux.
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ABSTRACT

This paper reviews the actual effects that nuclear power
plants have on their neighbourhoods. These effects are the only
observable contribution to public risk. The unobservable
contributions are the hypothesized accidents. Notwithstanding
their improbability, these get a great deal of attention in both
the technical and popular press here and abroad, and indeed are
the most visible part of the Rasmussen study. It is evidently
not possible to report the consequences of actual events of
this kind from historical records, because there have not
been any such events. This paper reviews, however, the design
basis for the various safety systems and describes their capability.

The only effluents affecting the neighbourhood of a nuclear
plant are waste heat and discharges of radioactive liquids and
gases. There are no significant chemical or deleterious visual
effects. As to radiation, the "chronic" releases are a matter of
record, and brief mention only of these is made. The activity
in gaseous releases gives, on the average, approximately 5 millirem
per year to the "fence post". This is 1% of the AECB (Atomic
Energy Control Board) reference dose; it is inferred, i.e. it is
too small to measure directly. Actual field measurements of
radiation exposure in Southern Ontario confirm the estimated
exposures from nuclear plants, and show them to be very small
relative to naturally occurring radiation exposure. Liquid
releases are also well below AECB reference values.

The thermal effluent from nuclear plants is about twice that
from the best fossil plants per MWe. The cooling water flow for
the same temperature rise is likewise about twice as great.
Apart from this, the effects on the water bodies are the same.
The temperature effects are felt near the shoreline and are
small compared to temperature fluctuations due to natural events.

Paper presented at the Session on Heavy-Water Reactors, Canadian
Nuclear Association 16th Annual Meeting, Toronto, Ontario,
13-16 June 1976.



The heavy water production plants which are a necessary part
of the natural uranium fuel cycle, yield "refinery" odor but no
radioactivity release. The upgrading plants, which reconstitute
recovered heavy water leakage, release some of the tritium in
that water. Such releases are, however, included in the reactor
site release reports. Typically 201 of the tritium released from
the site arises from the upgrading operation.

The safety systems are desrqned either to stop accidents, or
to contain their consequences. I1 should be noted that the
safety systems do not play the only, or even the major role in
accident prevention. The choice of materials for the heat
transport system, and the in-service inspection program, are
major assurances that the hypothesized events will never take
place.

However, as to design of the safety systems, the lack of an
accident history leaves the designer without a design basis, in
the usual engineering sense. The safety systems are designed
therefore to "off-set", "over-take", "cool", or "contain" the
pertinent hypothetical events, even though these events are
not found together in any given circumstance.

The capability of the shutdown systems is determined
primarily by the most severe reactivity transient. In the PHWR;

this is the void-induced transient. This arises from a large
breach in the cold end of the circuit, and is typically less than
8 mk/s, and 15 rnk total effect. This is the only primary pressure,
or coolant flow, induced transient in the PHWR. There are no
"rod ejection" events, nor cold water injection events, nor
turbine stop-valve closure events, that provoke a significant
reactivity transient. The shutdown systems have, typically,
delay times of 1 s or less, 50 mk/s rates, and 50 mk depths.

The emergency injection system is sized to flood the core
at maximum break size, regardless of location. The duration
of the blow-down, and the coolrnt flow transient, is a function
of break size and location. Removal of decay power is performed
by the emergency core cooling system in those circumstances
which are not covered by the primary heat transport system. The
fusl damage is small at both the small and large ends of the
break spectrum, and higher in between.

The containment is designed to withstand the peak pressure
from the large cold-end break. The containment leakage rate is
determined by the integrated over-pressure, and the size of the
gaseous fission product inventory.

Printed by
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories

Chalk River, Ontario
September 1977 AECL-5520
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1. INTRODUCTION

The main thrust of this paper is: the effects of a
pressurized heavy-water reactor nuclear power plant on its
neighbourhood. We shall point out a few differences between
pressurized heavy-water reactors and light water reactors, but
shall not dwell on comparisons.

The real effects of a nuclear plant on its surroundings
are:

(1) release of small amounts of radioactive liquids and
gases, and

(2) discharge of waste heat.

(Aesthetic, commercial, and other effects are not peculiar
to nuciear plants, so I shall not consider them.)

Both the radioactivity and the heat can be measured, and I
shall review them briefly. The release of low-level radiation
is the only observable contribution to public risk. Accidents
are generally perceived to be a risk, but how much is a matter
of opinion. The nuclear power industry's record does not give
us much to go on: There have been incidents, but no radiation
injuries. No one can give categorical assurance that injuries
or property losses are impossible, but, equally, the record
confirms the industry's claims. Thus, for example, calculations
such as the Rasmussen study'') use known component failure
probabilities to show that the likelihood of a severe accident
is insignificantly small, and that the risk is lower than from
other human activities.

Still, accidents get a great deal of attention in the
technical and popular press. So, I shall also review the measures
that:

(1) prevent accidents, or

(2) limit their consequences.
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2. ROUTINE EFFECTS

2.1 Radioact ivi ty

The International Committee on Radiological Protection (ICRP)
recommends limits on the dose that members of the public may receive
from the non-medicai uses of ionizing radiation. These limits are
frequently reviewed by this international body of radiobiological
scientists, and are of such a magnitude that exposure at the
limits is considered an acceptable risk. This is, of course, a
judgment, but available radiobiological evidence indicates that
the risk to an individual when exposed at the limits is low.
Canadian public dose limits follow the recommendations of the ICRP
(Table 1).

TABLE 1

Critical Organ

Gonads, red bone marrow
and uniform whole body
i rrad iat ion

Skin, bone, and thyroid

Other single organs or
tissues

Extremi ties

Annual Dose Limit

Individual
Member

of Public

0.5 rem

3.0 rem
(1.5 rem to
thyroid of
children up
to 16 years old!

).5 rem

7-5 rem

Population

10*1 rem
(whole body)

10** rem
(thyroid only)

In practice, to use these dose limits for nuclear stations,
we translate them into radioactivity emission limits (Derived
Release Limits (D.R.L.)). The D.R.L.'s are based on the most
critical pathway for exposure of an individual due to radioactivity
released from the station. For example, in the case of iodine-131,
we calculate the release which would lead to a dose of 1.5 rem to
the thyroid of a one-year-old child who obtains his total milk
intake from cows feeding continuously on the nearest potential pasture
land. This is the D.R.L. for 1-131. in fact, we design our
plants to achieve an emissions target of 11 of the D.R.L. for the
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radionuclides generally emitted, and we can usually achieve this
target (Table 2). Because the emissions are so low for most
radionuclides, it is difficilt to measure an' increased effect
(over background) at the plant boundary in the routine environmental
program. The incremental doses we have estimated from measurements
are shown in Table 3- To Put these in perspective, the average
"natural" background dose rate in North America is 102 mrem per
year; diagnostic X-rays give an average of 72 mrem per year, for a
total of 17** mrem. The maximum dose to an individual member of
the public due to environmental releases from nuclear power plants
is estimated to be less than 5 mrem per year, and the average to a
member of the public in Canada is 0.003 mrem/year. So the boundary
dose is only a few percent of that from background plus medical
X-rays. Another way of looking at it is: the incremental dose
you get in a year living at the Pickering boundary is about the
same incremental dose as you get in a month's holiday in Banff or
on a return jet trip to Europe.

Results for the Nuclear Power Demonstration (NPD) and
Douglas Point Generating Stations are similar.

Heavy water product ion plants which are a necessary accessory
to the CANDU (Canada Deuterium Uranium) system emit rio_ radioactive
material. The upgrading plants which increase the deuterium
isotopic content of recovered heavy water emit some of the tritium
in that water. Such emissions are included in the station
emissions (and in the data above). Typically, they amount to 20?
of the station tritium emissions to water.

2.2 Heat

All heat engines waste heat. Nuclear plants are no
exception. They are, it is true, less efficient than some
fossil plants, and reject more heat per unit of electric output.
Pickering Generating Station converts 301 of the nuclear heat
into electricity, compared to about 39% of the heat of combustion
for a modern Ontario Hydro fossi1-fuel led plant. The coolant
in a pressurized heavy-water reactor is simply not as hot as are
the combustion gases of oil or coal, and cannot support as
efficient a turbine (heat engine) cycle. (The coolant tubes
must be thin to reduce their capture of neutrons, but this limits
their strength, and thus the pressure (or temperature) of the
coolant they contain.)

The waste heat is transferred to the lake and eventually
is distributed imperceptibly through the whole environment.
On some occasions, the thermal plume can extend for two or
three miles (3 to 5 km). Fish do move in and out of the plume
according to their preferred temperature, but at Pickering, fisl
caught in the plume are similar in development and species
distribution to fish caught outside the plume. There have been



TABLE 2

Radioactive Emissions from Pickering Generating Station in Normal Operation
1973-1975

Emi ssion
Yeor /{% DRU)

1973

197**

1975

Derived
Release
Limit

(For 4 Units,
in Service)

Tri t ium

0.33

0.24

0.20

2 x 105

Ci/7 Days

Airborne E
Noble Gases

1.8

0.19

0.22

4.5 x )0h

7Ci-MeV/7 Days

Ffiuent
lodine-131

0.025

0.019

0.0045

0.4

Ci/7 Days

Part iculate

0.02

0.065

0.014

1.0

Ci/7 Days

Liquid Eff
Tr i t ium

0.05

0.087

0.064

13.75 x 105

Ci/Month

'1 uent
Gross 07

0.3

0.29

0.10

75

Ci/Month

Ci = 37 GBq
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TABLE 3

PICKERING GENERATING STATION

Environmental Radionuclide
Measurement

Tri t i urn in air

Gamma dose rate at boundary

Radioiodine in milk

Gross /3T in efflupit water
Tritium in effli'ent water

Radioactivity in fish in
effluent

Est imated
Dose

0.00015

Ar

Incremental
(r<=m)

Indistinguishable from
background

Nil
Nil

0.00003
0.0003

0.00003

(1)

(2)

(3)
(M

LA 
LA

(6)

(1) Based on immersion and breathing boundary air for whole
year.

(2) Limit of detection.

(3) Limit of detection, estimate based on one-year-old
child consuming 1 litre of milk/day.

(4) Limit of detection, estimate based on adult consuming
0.5 1 it re of mi Ik/day.

(5) Based on drinking the water at discharge point.

(6) Based on consuming 50 g fish/day and difference between
radioactive content of fish in effluent and fish
elsewhere in lake.
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few effects on bottom dwelling animals and plants in the locality,
but algae growth can be a problem if nutrient conditions (caused,
for example, by general phosphate levels in the Great Lakes) are
also favorable.

Small fish are taken in quantity at the in'.ake, but the
majority of these have been the same species, alewivej, which die
naturally in great numbers on beaches all over Lake Ontario. These
fish are not killed by waste heat. A sn;j11 proportion of aquatic
micro-organisms are killed by mechanical or thermal shock as they
pass through the plant pumps and condensers.

None of this is unique to nuclear plants — a n y fossil-
fuelled power plant on the lake has exactly the same qualitative
effects. The difference is only one of quantity in proportion to
the lower efficiency of the nuclear plant.

It's a little harder to put the absolute amount of waste
heat into perspective. For example, by the year 2000, the change
in heat content of Lake Ontario due to al1 manmade heat sources
will be 61 of the normal seasonal variation. This seems small.

3. ACCIDENTS

I shall now leave the realm of what we can see and measure,
and enter one where we must hypothesize — there is just not a
sufficient data base to allow us to say what the "typical" accident
will be like. I sfnll discuss them under:

(1) frequency (especially for accidents which have never
happened),

(2) release paths for radioactive products,

(3) prevention,

CO mitigation.

3.1 Frequency

Since major accidents are so rare, their frequency can only
be estimated by combining the failures of all the components
needed to produce the accident. Rasmussen''' finds that the odds
against a "core: melt" of any kind — the most severe consequence of
an accident — are 200:1 per year for 100 reactors. There are
small melts and large melts. Most are small melts: 98% cause less
than one illness or genetic effect per year (Tables k and 5)•
("Core melt" is used here as a handy labe' for melting some fraction
of the reactor fuel. The amount of melting depends on the severity
of the accident.)



TABLE k

Early Consequences of Reactor Accidents for Various Probabilities for 100 Reactors

Chance per
Year

One in 2 0 0 ^

One in 10 000

One in 100 000

One in 1 000 000

One in 10 000 000

Consequences

Early
Fatali ties

110

900

3300

Early
i 1 lness

300

300

11*000

1*5000

Total Prop-
ertv Damage

$109

0.9

3

8

T*

Decontamination
Area

Square Miles*

2000

3200

(b)

(b)

Relocation
Area

Square Miles

<0.\

130

250

290

(b)

(a) This is the predicted chance per year of core melt considering 100 reactors.

(b) No change from previously listed values.

(From Reference 1)

-I square mile = 2.59 km2



TABLE 5

Later Consequences of Reactor Accidents for Various Probabilities for 100 Reactors

Chance per
Year

One in 200(a)

One in 10 000

One in 100 000

One in 1 000 000

One in 10 000 000

Normal Incidence

Consequences

Latent Cancer ( '
Fatalities
(per year)

O.O

170

460

860

1500

17000

Thyroid Nodules^

(per year)

<1.0

1400

3500

6000

8000

8000

Genetic Effects(c)

(per year)

O.O

25

60

110

170

8000

(a) This is the predicted chance per year of core melt for 100 reactors.

(b) This rate would occur approximately in the 10 to kO year period a^ter a potential
accident.

(c) This rate would apply to the first generation born after the accident. Subsequent
generations would experience effects at decreasing rates.

(From Reference 1)
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In fatality terms, your chances of getting killed in a nuclear
reactor accident are 2 x 10~'0 per year. You're 2000 times more
likely to be killed by hurricanes, tornadoes, and lightning; 100,000
times more likely to drown; 1,000,000 times more likely to die in a
car crash (Table 6 ) .

TABLE 6

Individual Risk of Early ratality by Various Causes
(U.S. Population Average 1969)

Accident Type

Motor vehicle

Falls

Fires and hot substance

Drowning

Poison

Fi rearms

Machinery (1968]

Water transport

Ai r travel

Fal1 ing objects

Electrocution

Ra i1 way

Lightn ing

Tornadoes

Hurricanes

All others

All accidents (from Table 6-1)

Nuclear accidents (100 reactors)

Total Number
for 1969

55 791

17 827

7 A51

6 181

A 516
2 309

2 05A

1 7A3
1 778

1 271

I IA8
88A

160

H 8 ( b )

90 (c)

8 695

115 000

Approximate
Individual Risk
Early Fatali ty ,.

Probabi 1 i ty/year^'

3 x l O 4

9 x 10"5

A x 10"5

3 x 10"5

2 x 10'5

1 x 10"5

1 x 10~5

9 x 10"6

9 x 10~6

6 x 10"6

6 x I(f6

A x 10~6

5 x 10~7

A x 10"7

A x 10"7

A x )0~5

6 x 10"A

2 x ,0-'0(d>

(a) Based on total U.S. population, except as noted.

(b) (1953-1971 avg.)

(c) (1901-1972 avg.)

(d) Based on a population at risk of 15 x 10 .

(From Reference 1)
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These are American figures of course. Canadian figures
ought to be the same within the precision of the analysis. The
reason is that the primary heat transport system is designed to
similar standards and the mechanism for dispersal of radioactive
material is the same. There is one difference which would tend
to make Canadian figures somewhat smaller. The moderator and
primary heat transport systems in CANDU are separate. The
moderator, therefore, is always available as a heat sink. This
could reduce the severity of a core melt, but the analysis is
speculative.

3.2 Release Paths (Barriers)
i

The only public risk from an accident in a pressurized
heavy-water reactor comes from the radioactivity released, if any.
There can be no nuclear explosion— therefore, no blast pressures
or heat wave.

Most (,3k% of the. iodine, and 31% total) of the fission
products are bound in the fuel iratrix. The fuel has to melt (almost)
before they are released. Rasmussen points out that accidents
which do not melt the fuel have minor real consequences.
Pressurized heavy-water reactor fuel is UO2, as in light-water
reactors, and is run at about the same temperatures.

The fuel is sheathed, as in 1ight-water reactors, in Zircaloy.
The sheaths support the fuel and contain any fission product gas
released from the U02. Any fuel that defects (less than 1/3% of
fuel charged) is located and removed. This is done on-load, of
course.

Moreover, since the fuel is contained within the primary
heat transport system, and since this system must be leak-tight to
do its job, it serves coincidentally as a further barrier to release
of activity. 1 use "coincidental ly" intentionally. It j_s_ a barrier,
and that is a safety consideration, but its main job is to retain
the coolant. The plant cannot operate with a leaky heat transport
system. Downtime and cost of replacement energy ensure a concern
for the integrity of the system quite independent of public risk
considerations. Our experience bears this out.

The other barriers — containment and the exclusion zone —
have no operating function, and are used to mitigate the effects
of an accident. I shall discuss them later (Figure 1).

3.3 Prevention

For quality assurance, quality control and periodic (in-
service) inspection, we use internationaliy accepted codes, where
they apply.
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We inspect the important pieces of the coolant circuit, e.g.
headers. I say "important" because we must strike a balance
between the slight possibiIity of public exposure to radiation
after an accident, and the certainty of exposure of in-service
inspection personnel. The prevention should not be worse than the,.*
disease. Our inspection program is covered in CSA Standard N285.'* .
Whether we need to inspect or not is based on:

- the stress level in the pipe,

- the size and to some extent the consequences of failure.

This differs from ASME XI. CSA N2-85.4 does not necessarily require
pipes under V diameter (nominal size) to be inspected.

An inaugural inspection of selected areas gives a starting
"fingerprint". Future inspections record any overall deterioration
from the installed (new) state. The idea is not so much to find
specific faults, but to see how the plant is doing as a whole. If
the plant is acceptable at first, and does not deteriorate, it must
remain acceptable.

Despite this, if a pipe _ij_ about to fail, we believe it will
f i rst signal its intention by leaking. The evidence conies -f eom a
General Electric (U.S.) survey on conventional pipe failures^ •
We ourselves have done enough burst tests on pressure tubes to
establish a "leak-before-break" criterion — that is, a leak
provides enough warning that the operator can take defensive action
before an accident.

2>.h Mitigation

Three systems mitigate the effects of an accident: contain-
ment, the shutdown system, and the emergency core cooling system.

The reactor and most of its cooling system are enclosed
within the containment structure. We have built two types:

single-unit containment (each reactor has its own
containment building and dousing system), and

- multi-unit containment. (Each reactor building is
connected by a duct to a common dousing system.
This is inside a separate building kept at reduced
pressure. The whole set is the "containment". )

We design the containment building and associated equipment
to:
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- withstand the pressure surge caused by the largest pipe
break in the primary coolant circuit,

- attenuate any radioactivity released in such an accident,
even if the radioactivity is released simultaneously with
the overpressure. Typically the attenuation is ~ 10 ,
and

be testable in-service and to meet 0.11 unavailability
requi rements.

Finally, we mark off a radius of 3000 feet (1000 m) on the
land side of the plant. This is the exclusion zone. No-one is
allowed to live in it. The atmospheric dilution before a release
reaches any member of the public is about 8000 for the worst weather
conditions, and about AO.OOO for "average" weather.

The shutdown systems are designed to overtake the most severe
reactivity transient possible. In the PHWR this is the void
reactivity that would follow a large break in the cold end of the
cooling circuit. Typically it is less than 8 mk/s and 15 mk total.
It is the only primary pressure- or flow-induced transient in the
PHWR. There are no "rod ejection" accidents, nor cold water
injection events, nor turbine stop-valve closure events that initiate
a positive reactivity transient.

In current PHWR's, we incorporate two shutdown systems (rods
and poison injection). Each must be testable and meet unavaila-
bility requirements of 0.001 year/year. At this level of shutdown
defense, we believe unterminated reactor excursions are effectively
non-exi stent.

The two systems do about the same job. Delay times are less
than a second, and reactivity rates are 50 mk/s and depths about 50
mk (both negative).

We choose the depth and speed of the shutdown systems to keep
the overpower transient within the capability of the fuel for
large breaks in the coolant circuit. Actually we need fast shutdown
only for breaks bigger than 20% of the maximum. For other accidents
our shutdown requirements are the same as any other reactor (i.e.
the reactor must be shut down, but speed is not as essential).

A word about testing: safety system action is initiated on
"two out of three" logic. That is, separate signals (of flux or of
pressure, etc.), are grouped into three independent logic channels.
Two of the three channels must "trip" before the reactor trips.
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This

(1) reduces the number of spurious trips,

(2) allows testing at power, from process parameter, through
the whole chain of trip circuit logic up to the actual
shutdown device. The latter is tested separately.

The emergency core cooling system (ECC) is designed with
enough flow capacity to flood the core at maximum break size,
irrespective of location. The core is the low point in the circuit.
For large breaks, the ECC limits the amount of fuel damage. For
small breaks, it acts as a coolant make-up system.

The fuel damage is small at the small end of the break range,
somewhat larger at the large end, and larger in between. Figure 2
shows this schematically.

\
' The activity contained by damaged fuel is within the capa-
'•• bility of the containment system. How much is in fact released

from the fuel depends on the nature of the damage. The results of
test programs in several countries will perhaps clarify this point,
but it would seem to be of second-order interest.

k. CONCLUSIONS

(1) The PHWR's have low chronic radioactive emissions,
typically 1% of the ICRP recommendations.

(2) The effects of waste heat are minor.

(3) Nuclear standards of design, manufacture, and inspection
make a major nuclear accident unlikely, and "leak-before-break" a
probabi1i ty.

(h) Protective and containment systems reduce the risk to
the public to a value well below that of other commonly accepted
risks.
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